
 

Unilin Installation Instructions 

Unilin is a company inspired by 

innovation and simplicity. Installing 

Unilin laminate is easy, quick and do-

it-yourself friendly. The Uniclic 

locking system makes installation 

easier than ever before. Many 

manufacturers have been using this 

system for years and customers are 

happy with the results.  

Installation is as easy as clicking the 

planks together. The tongue and 

groove design on each plank allows for the most natural, wood-like connection.  

Helpful tips: 

 Depending on your subfloor, your project may require a particular type of 

underlayment. If you are unsure what underlayment is right for you, contact 

Bestlaminate and one of our flooring specialists will advise you.  

 Remember to leave a ¼ inch expansion gap around the perimeter of your 

room to give your floor space to adjust to temperature changes naturally.  

 Remove all obstructions, floor coverings, and moldings in your project area 

prior to starting installation. 

 Before you open any laminate flooring boxes, let your floor acclimate to its 

new environment for at least 48 hours. 

 When installing, open a few boxes at a time and take planks at random from 

a number of boxes. This will give your floor the most natural wood look. 

Once you are ready to install, start in a corner. Connect planks in a lengthwise 

pattern. Once you finish a row, cut the last plank and use what is left to start the 

next row. Continue this pattern until your space is complete.  

When cutting laminate planks, cut away from your project area to avoid getting saw 

dust in the locking systems. Any saw is acceptable to use as long as it leaves a 

clean cut. 

Finish your project off with accessories and a care kit! Enjoy the beauty of natural 

wood in your space! 

Click here to view detailed Uniclic installation instructions 

http://www.bestlaminate.com/installation/QuickStep-Installation-Instruction.pdf

